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7 The fundamental idea of this paper is to use the distribution theory to analyze linear machines in
8 order to include in the mathematical model both ideal and non ideal features. This paper shows
9 how distribution theory can be used to establish a mathematical model able to describe both the

10 ordinary working condition of a Linear Synchronous Motor (LSM) as well the role of the
11 unavoidable irregularities and non ideal features. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.
12 [doi:10.1063/1.3679046]

13 I. INTRODUCTION

14 The fundamental idea of this paper is to use the distribu-
15 tion theory to analyze linear machines in order to include in
16 the mathematical model both ideal and non ideal features.
17 The main difference between rotating and linear
18 machines is that the former have periodic structures and the
19 latter do not. However, despite the fact that linear machines
20 do not have a periodic structure, the mathematical tools gen-
21 erally used to describe and design them are based on Fourier
22 analysis; see for example Refs. 1 and 2. This approach intro-
23 duces a sort of periodic boundary condition in the description
24 of the machine that limits in some way the analysis of this
25 kind of machine. As an example, in this kind of analysis the
26 role of the displacement of the armature coils from their
27 ideal position as well as the error in the position of the field
28 coils cannot be taken into account straightforwardly. On the
29 contrary, an approach based on stochastic analysis can allow
30 a deeper analysis.
31 This paper shows how distribution theory can be used to
32 establish a mathematical model able to describe both the or-
33 dinary working condition of a linear synchronous motor
34 (LSM) as well the role of the unavoidable irregularities and
35 non ideal features.

36 II. THE LINEAR SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

37 A linear synchronous motor (LSM) consists of two
38 parts: the induct and the inductor.
39 The main magnetic field is generated by the inductor.
40 The inductor may be assembled by using either traditional
41 windings, permanent magnets, or superconducting magnets.
42 The first solution is used, for example, in Transrapid trans-
43 portation systemsAQ2 , the second has been proposed for an elec-
44 tromagnetic aircraft launch system (EALS)AQ3 , and the third
45 solution is currently tested in the Japanese maglev system;
46 this solution uses no iron in the magnetic circuit.
47 The induct is made of a polyphase system (usually a
48 three-phase system) and generates a traveling field. Thrust is

49generated by the interaction between the inductor and the
50induct (Fig. 1).
51A LSM inductor can be made of hundreds of poles dis-
52tributed along hundreds of meters (e.g., transportation sys-
53tems; Fig. 2) and quite often modular topologies are used.
54Several motor topologies have been previously proposed
55and developed. One between the inductor and the induct is
56always longer than the other. AQ4The simplest linear motor to-
57pology is based on a single side inductor and a single side
58induct but most of the technologies developed use multiple
59inducts and inductors: in transportation systems a double
60sided induct is often used and in EALS a single inductor-
61multiple induct motor has been proposed.3

62As a result, LSM are motors that tend to be quite large
63and probably are the largest motors technologically available.
64Such huge dimensions tend to present meaningful deviations
65from the ideal designed topologies. Such deviations can be
66caused by error in the induct coils placement, error in the
67inductor coils placement, a non uniform air gap dimension,
68deformation in the structure of either the moving or the sta-
69tionary part of the machine, angular displacement in the multi
70sided machine, and so on. These kinds of errors can naturally
71be present also in a rotating machine but the main difference
72between a rotating and a linear machine is that in the former
73case the structure of the machine is periodic (i.e., the rotating
74part faces the same geometrical structure for each performed
75turn) and in the latter case the structure of the machine is not
76periodic. As a result deviations from idealities in a rotating
77machine can be easily included in the mathematical analysis
78of the machine by using Fourier analysis and introducing
79some ad hoc coefficients; in linear machines this approach
80cannot be followed straightforwardly.

81III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LINEAR
82SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

83The traditional approach to the mathematical model of a
84LSM describes a LSM as a multiple of a simple unit struc-
85ture. This approach, as already stated, makes it difficult to
86include in the model the deviations from the ideal design
87that unavoidably are included in an actual machine. More-
88over, a superconducting linear synchronous motor (SLSM)a)Electronic address: mtrap@diepa.unipa.it.
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89 differs from a LSM because of the use of superconductors to
90 obtain the inductor field. This permits an ironless induct, but
91 if iron losses, fringing, or skin effect are neglected the mag-
92 netic analysis of the motor is identical for superconducting
93 and PMAQ5 linear synchronous motor.
94 In what follows, the traditional approach is preliminarily
95 presented and subsequently the new proposed approach is
96 illustrated. As an example, the analysis is carried out for the
97 geometry of a SLSM for EMALS proposed in Refs. 3 and 5.

98 A. The 1D traditional approach to the model of LSM

99 The traditional approach to the model of a LSM consists
100 in modeling the LSM in terms of one pole and the total thrust
101 is calculated by adding the thrust provided by each pole.3,4 If
102 one assumes that the general structure of a LSM is the one
103 reported in Fig. 3, the thrust generated by a pole pair can be
104 expressed as:

Fðz0; tÞ ¼
ð2sp

0

Aðz; tÞBgðz; z0; tÞYdz; (1)

105106

107 where F is the thrust provided per pole pair, z0 is the dis-
108 placement of the inductor with respect to the induct, t is
109 time, sp is the polar pitch, A(z,t) is the armature current sheet,
110 Bg(z,z0,t) is the air gap flux density, and Y is the motor length
111 along the y direction.
112 A(z,t) can be expressed as follows:

Aðz; tÞ ¼ dHaðz; tÞ
dt

; (2)

113114

115 where Ha is the armature magneto motive force (MMF).

116Bg(z, z0, t) can be expressed as follows:

Bgðz; z0; tÞ ¼ Kðz; z0Þ
�

Haðz; tÞ þ HPMðz; z0; tÞ
�
; (3)

117118

119where K is the position-dependent permanance AQ6(however, in
120an ironless machine the position dependence can be
121neglected) and where HPM is the armature magneto motive
122force (MMF).
123The induct coils can be connected in several ways; how-
124ever, the most studied are the following: the first one con-
125tains a half pole AQ7per phase (HPP), the second one contains
126one phase per pole (OPP). In Ref. 3 the corresponding
127MMFs are reported. In Fig. 4 the thrust for a constant current
128in the induct is shown. This figure can be interpreted as the
129thrust provided by the motor when the displacement of the
130rotor from the ideal position varies according to the coordi-
131nate z and the synchronicity between the traveling wave and
132the rotor is guaranteed.
133As a result, in order to evaluate the thrust in Eq. (1), one
134must be able to calculate HPM, which can be evaluated in
135several ways: if it is generated by a PM it can be evaluated
136by using the physical parameters of the PM used, if it is gen-
137erated by a bulk superconductor it can be found using the
138“sand-pile model” along with the Biot-Savart law, and if it is
139generated by a superconducting coil it can be evaluated by
140modeling the coil through the Biot-Savart law.
141The total thrust provided by the motor along the z direc-
142tion is simply obtained by multiplying the thrust provide by
143Eq. (1) by the number of pole pairs. The same simple
144approach, which describes motors with multiple inductors
145along the y direction, is already contained in Eq. (1) and is
146represented by the multiplication by Y factor inside the inte-
147gral. This approach simply assumes that each pole pair is

FIG. 1. Thrust generation in a LSM. Poles located in the inductor interact

with the pole generated by the currents in the induct.

FIG. 2. (Color online) A photograph of a Transrapid, which shows clearly

how the LSM is placed along the whole vehicle. As a result the length of the

motor is equal to the length of the vehicle.

FIG. 3. General structure of a LSM.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The thrust for a constant current in the induct is

shown. This figure can be interpreted as the thrust provided by the motor

when the displacement of the rotor from the ideal position varies according

to the coordinate z and the synchronicity between the traveling wave and the

rotor is guaranteed.
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148 from the magnetic point of view in exactly the same condi-
149 tion of all the other pole pairs. In a very large machine, under
150 extreme dynamic conditions this can be not true and a math-
151 ematical way to describe this situation is useful in order to
152 better model LSM.

153 B. Non idealities and the proposed approach

154 Deviations from the ideal design can be caused by errors
155 in the induct coils placement, error in the inductor coils
156 placement, a non uniform air gap dimension, deformation in
157 the structure of either the moving or the stationary part of the
158 machine, angular displacement in the multi sided machine,
159 and so on. These kinds of errors can naturally be present also
160 in a rotating machine but the main difference between a
161 rotating and a linear machine is that in the former case the
162 structure of the machine is periodic (i.e., the rotating part
163 faces the same geometrical structure for each performed
164 turn) and in the latter case the structure of the machine is not
165 periodic. As a result, deviations from idealities in a rotating
166 machine can be easily included in the mathematical analysis
167 of the machine by using Fourier analysis and introducing
168 some ad hoc coefficients; in linear machines this approach
169 cannot be followed straightforwardly.AQ8 Moreover, such devia-
170 tions are intrinsically stochastic so an attempt to describe
171 them by a deterministic analysis is not very fruitful.
172 The stochastic aspect of this issue can be modeled by
173 assuming that the motor consists of N pole pairs whose dis-
174 placement with respect the magnetic field generated by the
175 induct can be described by a variable z0i (where i spans from
176 1 to N); as a result the total thrust Ftot provided by the motor
177 can be expressed as follows:

Ftot ¼
XN

i¼1

Fðz0i; tÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

ð2sp

0

Aðz; tÞBgðz; z0i; tÞYdz: (4)

178179

180 If one assumes that z0i is a stochastic variable then the thrust
181 also becomes a stochastic expression, which can be described
182 as Fi¼F(z0i,t). The total thrust becomes, therefore,

Ftot ¼
XN

i¼1

Fi: (5)

183184

185 If one can guess the stochastic distribution of the thrust and
186 assume that N is very large, Eq. (5) can be re-cast as follows:

Ftot ¼ N

ðþ1
�1

F�ðzÞPðzÞdz; (6)

187188

189 where N is the normalization constant and is equal to the num-
190 ber of poles, F* is the expression of the generated thrust for a
191 z displacement, and P is the probability distribution of z.
192 Equation (5) and Eq. (6) show clearly that the traditional
193 approach (i.e., the calculation of the total thrust as the multi-
194 plication of the total number of pole pairs by the thrust pro-
195 vided by a single pole pair) can be followed only if P is a
196 delta function, that is, if no deviations from the ideal design
197 are presented in the actual motor; in any other case the actual
198 thrust is less than the ideal one.

199As a matter of fact, Eq. (6) provides more information:
200It permits also the calculation of the reduction of the per-
201formances if one assumes to know P.

202IV. CALCULATION OF THE LOSS OF
203PERFORMANCES OF A LSM AFFECTED BY NON
204IDEALITIES

205As already stated, looking at Fig. 4 one can see that the
206thrust provided by each pole varies as a cosinusoid. As a
207result, if one assumes a suitable probability function the total
208provided thrust can be calculated using Eq. (6). In what fol-
209lows, the deviations from idealities are assumed to be
210described by a Gaussian law, whose average is zero and the
211standard deviation is equal to r. As a result, Eq. (6) can be
212explicitly calculated and reads as follows:

Ftot ¼ N

ðþ1
�1

F�ðzÞPðzÞdz

¼ Nffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pr2
p

ðþ1
�1

TmaxcosðzbÞe�
z2

r2 dz ¼ Ne�
b2r2

4

� �
(7)

213214

215where b is the inverse of the polar pitch. Equation (7)
216expresses the reduction of the provided thrust when devia-
217tions from idealities are present. It can be seen how the pro-
218vided thrust is affected by non idealities and the reduction
219follows an exponential law. Equation (7) holds along the z
220direction but an analogous result can be found also along the
221Y direction
222Equation (7) can be used to establish an upper limit on
223the error that can be tolerated in order to achieve some
224desired performances and is useful in order to give an esti-
225mation of the actual thrust provided by a LSM.

226V. VALIDATION

227To verify the results expressed by Eq. (7), a numerical
228model of a LSM has been constructed. In this model the
229magnets have been supposed to be placed in ideal positions
230but the armature winding positions have been supposed to be
231affected by errors that can be described through a Gaussian
232distribution. The motor has been supposed to consist of 20

FIG. 5. A comparison between the normalized thrust obtained by the nu-

merical model of the LSM and the thrust obtained using Eq. (7). The contin-

uous line represents the normalized thrust calculated by the numerical

model, and the diamonds represent the thrust calculated according to Eq.

(7). Normalized thrust is expressed in adimensional units, r in the unit of po-

lar pitch.
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233 excitation magnets whose position was distributed according
234 to a Gaussian law whose standard deviation can be varied
235 numerically. The total thrust has been calculated by sum-
236 ming the thrust obtained from each magnet. Several runs
237 with different standard deviation of this mathematical model
238 have been performed. Figure 5 shows a comparison between
239 the normalized thrust obtained by the numerical model of the
240 LSM and the thrust obtained by using Eq. (7). The distribu-
241 tion of the results obtained with this mathematical approach
242 followed that expressed by Eq. (7) with a deviation smaller
243 than 2%.

244 VI. CONCLUSION

245 In this paper an approach to the calculation of the thrust
246 provided by a LSM has been presented. This approach
247 models the induct of a LSM as a series of coils interacting
248 with inductor coils. In the calculation of the total thrust the

249deviation of the position of each coil from its ideal position
250is taken into account by using a probability distribution func-
251tion. This explicitly gives the dependence of the total thrust
252from the standard deviation of this distribution function. It
253has been shown that the reduction of the provided thrust fol-
254lows an exponential law, which decays as the standard devia-
255tion of the distribution function.
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